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I-Joist
Squash Blocks
A squash block is a block of wood or
APA Rated Rim Board that is installed
adjacent to an I-joist to carry a point load
that would otherwise be transmitted to
the I-joist.
Squash blocks are required in conventional platform construction where loads
from above are transferred down through
the floor into the wall or foundation
below. This occurs where load-bearing
walls fall on floors or posts supporting
headers are located within the walls.
Beneath these wall and point loads, the
I-joists usually do not have enough
interior reaction or exterior reaction
capacity remaining to safely transfer these
loads without risking a web-bearing
failure. The solution is to place extra
load-carrying members in line with these

loads and insure that these squash blocks
carry the load and the I-joists do not.
Blocking members are normally used for
line loads like load-bearing walls, however, in the case of point loads, squash
blocks are more often specified.
Squash block materials: A lumber
squash block is a 2 x 4 or 2 x 6 lumber
block that is oriented with the grain of
the wood running parallel to the vertical
axis of the web of the joist. The squash
block is cut just slightly longer than the Ijoist is deep, usually 1/16 inch longer.
This is done to insure that the block will
pick up the vertical load and not the Ijoist. The grain is oriented parallel to the
vertical axis to minimize the impact of
shrinkage by the lumber block.

FIGURE 1
SQUASH BLOCK INSTALLATION AND CAPACITIES
1/16"
for lumber
squash
blocks

squash block

Vertical load transfer capacity per pair
of squash blocks as shown:
Pair of Squash Blocks
2x4
1-1/8" Rim Board
1" Rim Board

(lb)
4000
3000
2700

The minimum grade for lumber squash
blocks is Utility grade SPF (south).
APA Performance Rated Rim Board may
also be used for the fabrication of squash
blocks. As rim board is an engineered
wood product and not subject to shrinkage like lumber, cutting the engineered
wood squash block 1/16 inch longer is
NOT necessary. Select a rim board of
I-joist-compatible depth, cut to width,
and install as shown in Figure 1.

Recommendations for I-joists
designed in accordance with
APA Standard PRI-400:
1. Fully supported squash block capacities can be found in Figure 1. As squash
blocks are usually placed in pairs – to
minimize load eccentricity – the values
given in Figure 1 are for pairs of squash
blocks. Often times, the builder will
simply match the width of the squash
blocks with the width of posts used
from above.
For example: Assume a squash block is
required to carry the load of a post above that
is made up of (3) 2 x 4s. The total width of the
post is 4-1/2 inches (3 x 1.5 inches =
4-1/2 inches). If the squash block is to be
made up of 1-1/8 inch rim board, four squash
blocks would be required (4 x 1-1/8 inches =
4-1/2 inches). If the squash block is to be
made up of 1 inch Rim Board, five squash
blocks would be required (5 x 1 inch =
5 inches).
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2. Lumber squash blocks are to be cut
1/16 inch longer than the depth of the
I-joist to insure that the squash block
carries the load and the I-joist does not.

We have field representatives in most
major U.S. cities and in Canada who can
help answer questions involving APA and
APA EWS trademarked products. For additional assistance in specifying engineered
wood products or systems, get in touch with
your nearest APA regional office.
Call or write:
APA – THE ENGINEERED
WOOD ASSOCIATION
HEADQUARTERS
7011 So. 19th St. ■ P.O. Box 11700
Tacoma, Washington 98411-0700
(253) 565-6600 ■ Fax: (253) 565-7265
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3. Squash blocks are installed with the
wide side of the block flush with the
edges of the I-joist flanges. When possible, they should be fully seated on the
top/sole plate below. They should be
attached to the top and bottom flange of
the I-joist with one 8d nail at each location. For lumber squash blocks, the extra
1/16 inch of the squash block is oriented
to stick up above the surface of the top
flange of the I-joist.

4. The use of squash blocks in lieu of
blocking for the entire length of a loadbearing wall is not recommended. They
could be used, however, to transfer vertical
loads in an occasional joist space to allow
for passage of duct. The building codes,
however, require blocking under loadbearing walls to provide lateral stability
and prevent rollover of the joists, as well
as to transfer vertical load. While the
squash blocks can transfer the vertical
loads, they have no ability to provide
lateral stability. From an engineering perspective, leaving out an occasional blocking panel for the passage of plumbing or
ventilation ducts and putting in squash
blocks at this location could be justified.

www.apawood.org
PRODUCT SUPPORT HELP DESK
(253) 620-7400
E-mail Address: help@apawood.org
(Offices: Bournemouth, United Kingdom;
Hamburg, Germany; Mexico City, Mexico;
Tokyo, Japan.)
The product use recommendations in this
publication are based on the continuing programs of laboratory testing, product
research, and comprehensive field experience of Engineered Wood Systems. However,
because EWS has no control over quality of
workmanship or the conditions under which
engineered wood products are used, it cannot accept responsibility for product performance or designs as actually constructed.
Because engineered wood product performance requirements vary geographically,
consult your local architect, engineer or
design professional to assure compliance
with code, construction, and performance
requirements.
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